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Abstract 

In the past few years, the most successful QA models are primarily based on 
RNNs with attention. However, RNN encoders have several shortcomings, such as 

non-parallelism and difficulty in learning long dependencies. In this project, we 
use transformer as encoder in place of RNN, and want to find a model that can 
achieve both accurate and fast reading comprehension. 

1 Key Information to include 
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2 Introduction 

Question answering system has always been an active field in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
researches. In the past few years, the most successful models are primarily based on Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNNs) with attention. Though a lot of progress has been made, due to its sequential 
nature, RNN’s operations are unparallelizable, which makes both training and inference slow. In 
addition, with linear interaction distance, RNNs have difficulty in learning long dependencies. This is 
a severe problem in QA system, since the context are usually long paragraphs. 

Based on these problems, in this project, we implemented a QA model based on Transformer, hoping 
to achieve both accurate and fast reading comprehension. We focused on reading comprehension 
among all QA problems, which is to select a part of text from the given context to answer some 
certain question. Instead of LSTM, this model used convolution layers and self-attention to form 
encoders. Given a paragraph of context and a question, it will output the probability of each context 
word being the start or end of the answer. However, against our expectation, this model did not 
perform very well. The speed is low due to its large amount of parameters, and the accuracy cannot 
match that of BiDAF because of overfitting. 

3 Related Work 

The research about QA system has dated back to 1960s. In recent years, it has become increasingly 
popular in the NLP field. A great number of datasets, such as SQUAD [1], TriviaQA [2], WikiReading 

[3], etc. have been build, and a lot of end-to-end neural network models have been proposed to 
tackle this problem. In these years, RNN-based models, such as BiDAF [4], DCN [5], R-Net [6], 

etc., are predominant in this field. These models are mainly based on RNN with attentions. For 
example, BiDAF uses bidirectional-LSTM as encoders, with both Context-to-Query (C2Q) Attention 

and Query-to-Context (Q2C) Attention. DCN applies coattention, which involves a second-level 

attention computation. R-Net, in addition to C2Q attention layer, adds a self-attention layer. 

Recently, attempts have been made to use attentions to fully replace RNNs. In [7], Transformer 
model has been proposed. It shows great performance in both accuracy and speed without using 
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RNNs. Therefore, in recent years, works have also been dedicated to QA models with Transformers 

in place of RNNs, such as BERT [8], QANet [9], etc. 

4 Approach 

4.1 Baseline 

The baseline model is a based on Bidirectional Attention Flow (BiDAF) [4]. The original BiDAF 

model includes trainable character-level embeddings in addition to the word-level embedding, which 
we exclude from our baseline. 

4.2 Character-level Embeddings 

In the baseline model, the word embeddings x, € R®°° are assigned using pretrained GloVe. 
However, when encounter out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, GloVe deals with them by simply 
assigning some random vector values. If not remedied, this random assignment would end up 
confusing the model. 

Therefore, character-level embeddings is applied to handle OOV words. It uses a one-dimensional 
convolutional neural network (1D-CNN) to find numeric representation of words by looking at their 
character-level compositions. Specifically, the trainable character embedding is passed through a 
1D conv layer and get x, € R?°°. Then, the concatenation [z,,;2-] € R°°° is poassed through a 
two-layer highway network [10] to obtain the final embedding. The process is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Character embedding 

In addition to handling OOV words, character-level embeddings also allow us to condition on the 
internal structure of words. The original BiDAF model also includes this mechanism. 

4.3 QANet 

In this part, we implemented QANéet as suggested in [9]. It is exclusively built upon convolutions and 
self-attentions instead of LSTM. As is shown in Figure 2, QANet consists of five major components: 
an embedding layer, an embedding encoder layer, a context-query attention layer, a model encoder 
layer, and an output layer. 

4.3.1 Embedding layer 

The model used a concatenation of word embedding and character embedding for each word. The 
approach is the same as described in section 4.2. The final embedding output for each word is 
re Re, 

4.3.2 Embedding encoder layer 

Instead of the LSTM used in BiDAF, here the encoder layer is a stack of encoder blocks, which is of 
the form [conv x # + self-attention + feed-forward], as shown in the right of Figure 2. For conv layer, 
we used depth-wise separable convolution!. Each block contains 4 conv layers. For self-attention, we 
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Figure 2: QANet architecture 

used multi-headed self-attention? with 8 heads. Each of the conv, self-attention, and feed-forward 

layer in the block is wrapped in a residual block. 

Context and question have separate encoders. In this layer, the encoder block number is 1. For both 
context and question encoder, the input vector is the output of embedding layers, with d = 500. The 
embedding is first encoded by a position encoder, which has output size d = 128, then enters the 
block. The output of this layer is also of size d = 128. 

4.3.3 Context-query attention layer 

This layer’s implementation is similar to that of BiDAF. First it takes both encoded context and 
question as input and computes the similarities between each pair of words. More concretely, for 
context hidden state c;,7 = 1,..., .N and question hidden state q;,7 = 1,...,M, the similarity score 
is 

T 2 ia Sif = Wan Gi GIG OG, | 

Then, for C2Q Attention, we take softmax of S' through each row and use the distribution as weight 
to each q;. More specifically, it is 

S;,. = softmaz(S;,:) 

M 
a; = 3° 8.595 

j=l 

For Q2C Attention, we take softmax of S through each column to get S , then use the multiplication 

of S and S as weight to each c;. In equation it is as follows: 

S.; = softmax(S:,;) 

S'= 8s" 
N 

7 
b; = ) SinCk 

k=1 
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Finally, the attention layer output is: 

i= [ci; Aj; Cj O Ai; Cj © bi; 

4.3.4 Model encoder layer 

The model encoder is built from the same encoder blocks as the embedding encoder layer. In original 
QANet, it contains three stacked encoder blocks, each having 7 blocks, and the number of conv layers 

within the block is 2. The three stacked encoder blocks have outputs Mo, 11, M2 respectively, each 
contributes to different output layers. 

In our model, we use only one stacked encoder block, with its output feeding into both start and end 
output layers. 

4.3.5 Output layer 

There are two separate output layers, one for start position and one for end position, both consisting 
of a linear layer and a softmax. One uses [Mo, M4] and outputs the probability of each position in 
the context being the start of the answer (p*), the other uses [1/,, M2] and outputs the probability of 
each position in the context being the end of the answer (p*). More specifically, 

p° = softmax(W1[Mo; M;}) 
p° = softmax(W2[Mi; Mp}) 

Finally, the loss function is of the form 

1x 

L=—— ) flog(py:) + log(py<)] 
i=1 

where y? and y% are respectively the true start and end position of the zth example. 

5 Experiments 

5.1 Data 

The dataset is part of SQUAD 2.0. There are 129941 examples in train set, 6078 examples in dev set 
and 5915 examples in test set. For each example, it is consisted of context, question and answer. The 
context is an excerpt from Wikipedia. The question is the question to be answered according to the 
context. The answer is a span from the context. 

5.2 Evaluation method 

Performance is measured via EM(exact match) and F1 score. For dev and test set, there are three 

answers provided for each answerable question therefore maximum F1 and EM scores across the 
three answers are chosen as the final evaluation result. 

5.3 Experimental details 

There are five model configurations besides the baseline BiDAF model. From the view of model 
architectures, it has BiDAF based models(BiDAF, BiDAF_c) and transformer based models(QANet, 

QANet_reduced, QANet_w, QANet_w_reduced). BiDAF_c adds the character level embeddings 

in addition to the baseline model(BiDAF). QANet is fully implemented according to the architec- 
ture in the original paper[9]. QAnet_reduced simplifies the QANet in two ways. In embedding 
encoder, convolutional layers in residual block decrease from 4 to 2. Model encoder reduces from 3 
encoder blocks to 1 encoder block and the number of convolutional layer inside it is reduced from 
2 to 1. QANet_w gets rid of character level embeddings and position encoding from the QANet. 
QANet_w_reduced is the combination of previous two simplified versions of QANet. 

For all the six models, the learning rate is all set to 0.001. Batch size for BiDAF, BiDAF_c, 

QANet_reduced and QANet_w_reduced is 64 and it is reduced to 32 for QANet and QANet_w 

due to the memory limitation. For BiDAF and BiDAF_c, it takes about 30 to 40 minutes to run a 

single epoch. And it takes about 20 to 30 mintues to run a single epoch for QANet_reduced and 
QANet_w_reduced. As for QANet and QANet_w, one epoch needs about 90 to 110 minutes.
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5.4 Results 

Among the five models, the best performance comes from BiDAF_c. It achieves 55.976 EM and 
60.324 F1 on the test leader board and 58.343 EM and 62.485 F1 on the validation leader board as is 
shown in table 1. For the four QANet based models, their performances are worse than the baseline 
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Figure 3: Training loss 
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Figure 4: Dev loss, EM and F1 

model in both EM and F1 scores as is shown in table 2 and figure 4. 

Besides, from figure 4, the EM and F1 score of QANet_w and QANet_w_reduced do not increase 
much though the training losses decrease. For QANet and QANet_w, the EM and F1 score decrease 
in the training and their training losses decrease as well as is shown in figure 3. This is not consistent 

with the description in the original QANet paper. One possible reason is that QANet is too complex 
and is overfitted to the training dataset.



  
Dataset EM Fl 

Validation set || 58.343 | 62.485 

Test set 55.976 | 60.324 

Table 1: Best scores 

  

            

6 Analysis 

BiDAF _c outperforms the baseline model because character level embeddings take the internal 
structure of words into consider and handle OOV words. For QANet and QANet_w, they are overfitted 

to the training data possibly because the number of parameters is too large in their architectures, as 
is shown in the table 4. This is verified by the fact that QANet_reduced and QANet_w_reduced 

perform better than QANet and QAnet_w. 

According to table 3, the training speed of BiDAF is about 2x the speed of BiDAF_c. This is 
predictable because character level embedding applies one-dimensonal convolutional neural network 
to every character in a word, which is time consuming. The training speed of BiDAF _c is about 2x 
the speed of QANet. In embedding layer, both models use word embedding and character embedding. 
However, QANet uses stacked encoder blocks instead of bidirectional RNNs in the embedding 
encoder layer and model encoder layer as is shown in table4. In the embedding encoder layer, one 
stacked encoder block is consisted of 4 conv layers, a self-attention layer and a feed-forward layer 
while the conv layers decrease to 2 in the three stacked encoder blocks of model encoder layer. 

  

  Model EM Fl 

BiDAF 58.23 | 61.85 
BiDAF_c 58.34 | 62.49 
QANet 50.48 | 50.80 

QANet_reduced 52.14 | 52.19 

QANet_w 49.97 | 53.64 
QANet_w_reduced |} 49.61 | 52.29             

Table 2: EM and F1 score 

  

  

      

Model speed (it/s) 

BiDAF 80-90 
BiDAF_c 42-48 
QANet 22-27 

QANet_reduced 38-45 
QANet_w 45-60 

QANet_w_reduced 95-120     
Table 3: Training speed comparison 

  

  

        

Model BiDAF QANet 

Embedding layer word embedding word and character embeddings 
Embedding encoder layer || one bidirectional LSTM one stacked encoder block 

Attention layer context-query attention context-query attention 
Model encoder layer two bidirectional LSTMs three stacked encoder blocks     

Table 4: Model architecture comparison 

7 Conclusion 

This project implements a QA system based on Transformer called QANet. It turns out that QANet 
does not outperform the baseline model(BiDAF) in either accuracy and speed. However, adding 
character level embedding to the baseline model achieves better Fl and EM score than baseline 
model though its speed is slower. Reduced versions of QANet are experimented with and their results 
are better than QANet. One possible reason for the unexpected results for QANet is that QANet is 
overfitted to the training data due to its complex architecture and too many parameters.
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